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The Economy This Week!
 
What if someone told you that it is the banks, more so the public sector banks, that are
playing a crucial role in the elections? The numbers show that more than one person per
household has received a Mudra Loan, one of the major union government schemes to
help small entrepreneurs start small businesses. However, the borrowers are told that
this is Modiji’s gift and need not be repaid, while the banks are pressured to give these
loans. Read Thomas Franco’s analysis to understand what is going on in banks and loan
schemes.
 
On one hand, the government encourages innovation and entrepreneurship in micro and
small industries, but on the other hand, it fails them when it comes to actual support.
Since 2019, the government has procured 2.03% from MSMEs owned by members of
Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe communities and 2.46% from MSMEs owned by
women entrepreneurs; falling short of its own policy of 4% and 3% respectively. 
 
Empty rhetoric, failing schemes and inadequate allocations are pushing the “annadatas”
of our country into deep despair. The haunting surge in farmer suicides under this regime
is symptomatic of systemic neglect, and CFA researchers analyse it in greater detail this
week. 
 
-Team CFA

Election victory is a
combination of many efforts
– Loans are a major factor!

The five state election results are
being analysed from various angles.
Communal polarisation, EVM
manipulation, and welfare schemes
are the ones being discussed much
more. After the UP Assembly
elections, I wrote about how the
banks helped BJP to win. No one had
seriously looked at it. The opposition
parties didn’t take it seriously in the
recent 5 state elections. There could
have been a counter-strategy if they
did. Read more.
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News Capsules: Pocket Money

Briefs on what they kept from you 
about your money this week!
A weekly In-Digest from the National 
Finance team at the Centre for 
Financial Accountability [CFA] 
Read More.

News Capsules:  छु#ा पैसा
आपके पैसे से स'ंिधत ,ास ,बर0 का
सा1ािहक संकलन। जनता के पैसे और िव:ीय
जवाबदेही के ऊपर सीएफए की नेशनल फाइनEस
टीम Hारा एक सा1ािहक संकलन ।
Read More.
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